
As the country’s premier resource for motorcycle 
training, awareness, and educational materials and 
programs, the MISSION of the Motorcycle Riders 
Foundation Awareness and Education, Inc. is:
To promote awareness and education within the 
motorcycling community to improve rider safety 
and to educate non-riders globally in the interest of 
riders’ safety.

Motorcycle Riders Foundation
Awareness and Education (MRFA&E)

P.O. Box 581  Big Lake, MN 55309
MRFA&E is a 501(c)3 corporation,
All donations are tax deductible.

Ways that you can help MRFA&E 
through tax-deductible donations:
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1. Contributions by individuals, Organizations,  
 and Businesses.
We encourage you to contact your employer to determine if  they have 
a matching gifts program to help make your donation go further. Many 
companies encourage their employees to donate to their favorite 
charities by matching their contributions, sometimes dollar for dollar 
or more. Simply request a matching gift from your employer, and send it 
completed and signed with your donation.

2. Contributions to the Young Activist Scholarship  
 Fund. 
MRFA&E has created a Young Activist Scholarship Fund (YASF). It is no 
secret that there is an increased need for younger motorcyclists to get 
involved in motorcycle safety and awareness programs. To that end, 
MRFA&E created YASF to recognize deserving and promising candidates 
between the ages of  18 and 30 years old. Eligible candidates may 
receive a scholarship to attend MRFA&E educational programs held at 
the Motorcycle Riders Foundation’s annual Meeting of  the Minds national 
conference.

3. Honor and Memorial Donations. 
What better way to keep a motorcyclist’s memory alive than to make 
a donation in his/her memory to promote motorcycle safety and 
awareness.

4. Legacy Program.
The Legacy Program allows you to integrate your generosity with your 
overall financial, tax and estate planning goals to maximize benefits 
for both you and the MRFA&E. When you make a future planned gift 
to the MRFA&E, you really are funding the future of  motorcycle safety 
and awareness. Making  Legacy Program donations can be as simple as 
naming the MRFA&E as a full or partial beneficiary of  an insurance policy, 
will, estate, or trust.

You may also make a donation on the MRFA&E website at 
www.mrfae.org using any major credit card or your PayPal account.

MRFA&E is a 501(c)3 corporation,
All donations are tax deductible.



Motorcycle Riders Foundation Awareness and Education, Inc. (MRFA&E) 
was established to promote motorcycle awareness and education due to 
an ever-increasing rider population creating a greater need. Motorcycle 
riders and activists have long recognized that motorcycle rider education 
and awareness are crucial in enhancing rider safety. No one is more 
concerned with rider safety than riders themselves, and obviously those 
best suited to educate new and experienced riders are veteran riders 
who have had  extensive training in how to teach the best practices. In 
addition, there are programs already in place across the nation that are 
willing to share their expertise and materials with others.

To achieve the mission of  the MRFA&E, a database has been created on 
the MRFA&E website (mrfae.org) that includes the following:

Links to motorcycle safety programs and rider education courses that 
are currently offered and promoted in every state in the union by 
State Motorcycle Rights Organizations (SMROs) and other fully qualified 
organizations. This listing assists riders seeking training to quickly 
and easily find locations and information regarding local rider training 
programs.

Links to motorcycle awareness safety related audio, video and print 
materials shared by SMROs  and other knowledgeable entities that can 
be used by anyone for free.

State proclamations for Motorcycle Awareness Month and other 
important issues that can be used as templates for your organization.

The MRFA&E has developed outreach programs to address impaired 
riding, motorcyclist awareness, motorist awareness, and motorcycling 
skills:

The 3Rs: Designed to teach motorcyclists that there are many forms 
of  impairment each of  which can produce horrific consequences.  

Seminars: Who Controls Your Safety, Curves and Intersections, What 
You See When You Ride, Gathering Your States Data, and Bikesafe: Basic 
Riding Skills That Can Save Your Life. 

Share the Road: Designed to help motor vehicle operators 
become more aware of  motorcyclists. This classroom presentation is 
offered at safety workshops, schools, industry safety meetings, and 
driver education classes.

Smart Trainer: A riding simulator that puts the rider in a “virtual” 
on-road motorcycling world where he/she controls a motorcycle while 
being subjected to hazards and obstacles encountered in everyday 
riding.

Riding Demonstrations: A significant percentage of motorcycle 
crashes happen in corners and due to inadequate braking techniques. 
MRFA&E presents live demonstrations at various conferences and 
workshops that inform riders of  strategies they can use to make their 
riding experience safer and more enjoyable.

A synopsis of  these programs may be found on our 
website (MRFAE.org).

Educational Programs


